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Altruism is a hypothesis

altruistic behavior is beneficial to the recipient,
costly to the actor

alarm calls  (birds, small mammals, primates)  

helping behavior (birds, mammals, insects)

Benefit to recipient
Costly to sender

If you give an alarm call, you will:
- be more likely to die
- leave fewer offspring

Recipients will: 
- be more likely to survive
- leave more offspring

Alarm Calls
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Alarm calls in Belding’s Ground Squirrels

predator who calls #escape/#captured

aerial %%%%%%%%, &&&&&&&& 41/1  (2%)
terrestrial adult &&&&&&&& 28/11  (30%)

p < 0.001

Belding’s Ground Squirrels

adult & that call in response to a terrestrial predator
- more likely to die; leave fewer offspring
- recipients have increased survival; leave more offspring

but, genes in individual and its relatives (more in close vs. distant)

alleles are transmitted
- directly in own offspring
- indirectly in offspring of relatives who share alleles

female Belding’s ground squirrels live in family groups
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Who calls?

F >>  M

F (with relatives) > F (w/out relatives)

F (no offspring w/ relatives)  > F (no offspring, no
other relatives) 

Helper at the Nest 
or Reproductive Parasite ?

male helpers in the superb blue fairy wren

α-male plus up to 4 subordinate %%%%%%%%
subordinates help feed young

Double and Cockburn 
2003 Nature

#young fledged does not increase
with helpers

subordinates father  ~25% of
offspring in the nest due to
extra-pair copulations
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Another path to altruism  -- reciprocity

interacting pairs of individuals may behave altruistically
towards each other

requires: cost of action < benefit to recipient
punishment of cheaters

most likely to evolve when:
- opportunity for many interactions over time
- individuals can remember each other
- interactions are symmetric
- endpoint is temporally uncertain

costs = benefits

Trivers 1971 Q RevBiol 46:35

Reciprocity and mobbing in birdsReciprocity and mobbing in birdsReciprocity and mobbing in birdsReciprocity and mobbing in birds

costly,
risky but, entire group benefits
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birds in nest box 2 are prevented from mobbing

tracking cooperators:  pair #1 helped  pair #3, but not pair #2
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kin selection and group selection in microbes

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

photo S.Diggle

Strassmann et al 2011

cooperative traits in microbes are favored by selection when theycooperative traits in microbes are favored by selection when theycooperative traits in microbes are favored by selection when theycooperative traits in microbes are favored by selection when they
disproportionately benefit others with the cooperation genesdisproportionately benefit others with the cooperation genesdisproportionately benefit others with the cooperation genesdisproportionately benefit others with the cooperation genes
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pppphenotypic cues may facilitate identification of kindhenotypic cues may facilitate identification of kindhenotypic cues may facilitate identification of kindhenotypic cues may facilitate identification of kind

Strassmann et al 2011

selection that leads to death of other kinds can increase selection that leads to death of other kinds can increase selection that leads to death of other kinds can increase selection that leads to death of other kinds can increase 
kinship and kinship and kinship and kinship and provide the basis for true kin discriminationprovide the basis for true kin discriminationprovide the basis for true kin discriminationprovide the basis for true kin discrimination

Strassmann et al 2011
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an individual’s alleles are transmitted to the next generation directly 
via its personal reproduction and indirectly via reproduction
by relatives

inclusive fitness is the sum of the direct and indirect components
of fitness

natural selection acts to increase the genetic contribution to the next
generation, but the contribution can be both direct and indirect

altruistic traits are costly to the actor, beneficial to the recipient

altruistic traits may evolve by kin selection, by reciprocity or by trait
group selection

not everything that first seems to be altruistic really is


